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Section A. System Information
1) System Name: New York Department of State, Office of Planning & Development’s
Geographic Information Gateway (Gateway) http://opdgig.dos.ny.gov/#/home
ESIG Category: Single Process System
2) Executive Administrator Letter Authorizing Submission: See attached
3) System Summary
The Geographic Information Gateway (Gateway) is a state-of-the-art website providing public access to
data, real-time information, interactive tools, and expert knowledge relevant to the Office of Planning
and Development’s activities throughout New York State. The Gateway supports planning activities of
internal staff and local and state governments, and serves as a public communication tool. A suite of
interactive tools enables a diverse audience to explore geographic information, including: citizens, local
governments, state and federal agencies, non-governmental organizations, and academia. A Latest
Conditions page provides access to real-time information such as tide levels, and beach conditions.
The Gateway is an exemplary system in that it doesn’t just provide access to information, it also
features “stories” that illustrate why select data are important and how OPD and its regional and federal
partners are using the information in their planning and decision-making efforts. The Gateway’s suite of
information and tools serves as a valuable resource for New York communities, an educational
resource for schools and universities, and a guide for the responsible development of the State’s
resources. Information is power and by providing free and open access to the information being used in
decision-making, the Gateway empowers the people of New York. It is nearly impossible to put a price
tag on empowerment, but it would not be overstating the value of information available and the
functions of the Gateway itself to say dollars saved are in the millions USD.
Highlights of the Gateway include:
• A user-friendly interface that enables the public to view and download over 550 datasets related to
Atlantic Ocean, community resilience, waterfront revitalization and Great Lakes planning activities.
• Custom-built stories that help visitors interactively explore and understand a diversity of topics, from
offshore wind planning activities to the use of living shorelines as a community resilience tool.
• An innovative content management system that allows staff to update content in real-time while
facilitating data sharing between local, state, regional, and federal partners.
The site has had over 20,000 users since its launch September 29, 2015 and has been visited by 83
countries outside the US, all 50 states and 2 US territories. There have been over 100,000 pageviews,
over 103,000 minutes or more than 1700 hours spent on the Gateway with over a quarter million
actions to date.

4) “User Testimonials”: See attached

Section B. Jurisdiction
1) Name of Jurisdiction: State of New York and waters offshore
2) Population (2014): 19.75 Million
3) Total Annual Budget - Office of Planning & Development: $25 Million
4) Chief Appointed Official - Department of State:
Rosanna Rosado
New York Secretary of State
99 Washington Avenue
Albany, NY 12231-0001
5) Geographic Information Gateway Contact:
Jeffrey L. Herter
Gateway Project Manager
Assistant Director Development Division
Suite 1010,1 Commerce Plaza
99 Washington Avenue
Albany, NY 12331-0001
518.486.7942
jeff.herter@dos.ny.gov

Section C. System Design
1) A Legislative Mandate
The NY Ocean & Great Lakes Ecosystem Conservation Act was enacted in 2006 requiring the
creation of “…an ocean and coastal resources atlas to make information available to the public and
decision makers…”. In July 2008 the Ocean & Great Lakes Atlas (Atlas) was launched with access
to 200 datasets. Another 200 datasets were added to the Atlas data viewer in Fall 2008 and a
searchable portal was developed and linked to the Atlas viewer in Fall 2009. DOS met the
requirements of the Act, but we knew that providing information to the public and decision makers
could be much better. The Atlas was difficult to use and while accessible to the public and decision
makers, it mainly targeted Geographic Information Systems (GIS) professionals. The Geographic
Information Gateway (Gateway) was designed with the public and decision makers specifically in
mind. Information was made as easy to find as possible helping New Yorkers gain a better
understanding of New York ecosystems, providing good scientific analytical results to inform
decision making and empowering the public with access to information that can be used during
public participation events. In addition, stories were developed to help New Yorkers better
understand information we are providing through the Gateway and how the Office of Planning and
Development (OPD) uses that information in its planning and development activities.
2) Improving Access for the Public and Decision-makers
The Gateway replaced the New York Ocean & Great Lakes Atlas (Atlas). Following are
improvements made over the Atlas: The Gateway increased geospatial information available,
including over 150 additional datasets of information on Climate Change, the Office’s Local
Waterfront Revitalization Program, New York’s Great Lakes, the South Shore Estuary of Long
Island and Long Island Sound. The Gateway makes it easier to search and find desired information
using more robust search capabilities and following a “3-click-to-information rule”. There is an
improved map viewer with multiple base maps and tools, and enhanced control over data viewing
with transparency sliders and temporal animation. We provide a new Current Conditions page
which collates links to real-time information targeted to beach-goers/surfers and recreational
fishermen. The Gateway features focus areas which focus on a program area in OPD and provides
a filtered way of getting to geospatial information only about that focus area. The Focus area pages
also provide links to resources regarding the specific focus area. Finally, unique to the Gateway are
map/graphic-based stories which take complex issues/topics, such as offshore canyons and
renewable energy, and distilling them in a way that helps users understand a) why you should care,
b) details about the issue/topic c) more in-depth information about the issue/topic and d) what OPD
and it’s regional and federal partners are doing regarding the issue/topic.
3) Unanticipated Benefits
There were a number of unanticipated benefits that that were realized as we stepped through the
Agile development process:
a) Geospatial information is not only available for download and viewable in the Gateway’s viewer,
but is available for export to GoogleEarth as a kml file and is “published” through map services,

b)
c)

d)

e)

which allows user to “ingest” the information into their enterprise or desktop GIS software
without having to download or worry about versioning;
A solution for viewing temporal data was developed that allows users to click a button in the
legend to animate a time series http://on.ny.gov/2rXC5oF ;
Slideshows were developed so that users stepping through the Offshore Canyons story could
click on Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) dive sites in New York’s offshore planning area and
step through images captured during the dive at that site
http://opdgig.dos.ny.gov/#/storyTemplate/4/3/1 ;
A Map2Story and Story2Map functionality was developed that allowed users who were stepping
through a story to know the data in a story was viewable in the Gateway data holdings and click
on a button to open that dataset in the Gateway’s main map viewer and add other datasets. The
reverse is true too, an icon was developed for the legend in the main map viewer that lets a user
know that particular dataset is being used in a story and when they click on the icon it opens the
story to the step where the data is being used;
We discovered that we can pull in tabular data being served on New York’s Open Data portal
and convert to a file that we can add to the Gateway for viewing, download and “ingesting”, this
represents an enormous potential data resource that can be made available to citizens of New
York.

4) The “Bonnie and Bill Test”
As we experienced when developing the original Atlas, it is difficult for GIS professionals and
custom web GIS application developers to step out of their world view. Tools and processes that
are apparent and simple in operation of an online web mapping application can be byzantine and
confusing to the public and even decision-makers. To help us step out of ourselves we developed
user stories through role play. Members of the Gateway design team chose a stakeholder persona
and stepped through building a simple sentence: As a ________ I would like to do _________ with
the Gateway, so that I may _________. This was done multiple times resulting in something like
50 user stories. Even with this exercise it was still a challenge to the development team to cut out
GIS lexicon. We also used what was referred to as the “Bill and Bonnie Test” in attempt to make
the web application as user friendly as possible. Bill and Bonnie are the names of one of our team
members who are relatively internet-savvy for their age (late 70s), but have no experience in using
web mapping portals. So the question was always, would Bill and Bonnie know how to this this
particular function of the Gateway?
5) The Gateway…Not Your Average Portal
Typically Geospatial information portals are website catalogs of data that users, usually GIS
professionals, can search and download. Some portals may have map viewers to view the data,
but most of those are clunky, hard to use out-of-the-box applications that, again, are targeted to GIS
professionals. Some require creation of a user account while others may require you to become a
member before you can access the entire data holdings. The Gateway provides access to
information for a full suite of users from those looking for basic information, to decision-makers, to
GIS professionals. All information available on the Gateway is freely available to the public for
access through multiple means. Information can be downloaded, viewed in the interactive map-

viewer, exported to GoogleEarth or ingested into desktop GIS applications through map services.
Some of the other ways the Gateway is distinguished from other geospatial data portals:
1) The Gateway publishes information directly hosted by it and ingests map services through
multiple portals e.g. Northeast Ocean Data Portal, Mid-Atlantic Ocean Data Portal and the
Marine Cadastre. In addition to solving the issues of data storage capacity, versioning and data
currency using map services allows us to expand our data holdings exponentially;
2) The Gateway is the first data portal in New York state government to be hosted on, and to store
its geospatial information using cloud server technology;
3) Instead of just throwing information up for public access and letting users do with it as they will, the
Gateway takes the next step by providing learning opportunities through its unique stories that help
the public understand why the information is important and how OPD uses that information. Stories
on the Gateway incorporate multiple media to illustrate complex issues in an easily understood
manner. Graphic illustrations, interactive maps, slideshows and videos are used in our story maps to
help viewers understand: why they should care about this topic, details about the topic, what’s
being done to understand the topic and what the OPD and its regional and federal partners are
doing about the topic;
4) A custom interface to the open source GeoPortal Server platform was developed, which allows
editing of existing stories and development of new story maps in-house. This interface also
allows OPD Gateway Team members to “push” edits and/or new stories to the production site;
5) Custom metadata tags have been developed and incorporated into the GoogleDocs that serves
as the Gateway data catalog, this allows better filtering of the data by focus area and more
robust data searches. We are also able to publish metadata updates via the GoogleDocs
database;
6) Most sites provide temporal data of the same data separately (e.g. predicted abundance and
distribution of a marine mammal species for different seasons) and can only be viewed one time
period at a time or through layering time periods on top of each other. Our temporal animated
viewer functionality is unique and allows a user to understand and see life history patterns
throughout a year.
7) Gateway Focus Areas such as Atlantic Ocean, Climate Change & resilience, Great Lakes,
Waterfront Revitalization, and South Shore Estuary Reserve provides an easy way for the public
and decision-makers to get to information that they care about. Focus page map viewers filter
the main Gateway holdings by metadata tags in the GoogleDocs so that all data available in a
Focus page map viewer only relates to that Focus Area.

Section D. Implementation
1) Iterative Process
For Phase I, which was initiated in December 2013, we used the agile framework to develop a
vision and mission for the system. Then developed user personas and stories to help guide the
system requirements. The process is collaborative and iterative and allows for flexibility and change
as needed. A year later after initial release September 29, 2015, we kicked off phase II of Gateway
development by reviewing the charter/mission/vision and used a new visioning session to prioritize
next steps. We will continue doing this as possible after major releases.
2) Iterative, Collaborative and Adaptive
Modifications were a constant through the agile development process which ensures that the
system changes as requirements evolve over time. The agile process allowed us to follow adaptive
management principles which allowed the project to be nimble and flexible. Some of the
modifications undertaken as we stepped through the process:
a) The original system was developed primarily for desktop web browser users, over time the
system has been updated to include more mobile ready functionality by updating the Esri JS
API from 3.x to 4.x and implementing a new home page, released November 2016, that is
mobile device responsive.;
b) New support for different types of web GIS layers was added;
c) Support for viewing temporal data previously discussed was added;
d) Stories were customized further to allow adding photo slide shows and videos.

Section E. Organizational Impact
1) Gateway Community
The people of the State of New York and beyond: general public, federal agencies, regional
organizations, state agencies, environmental non-governmental agencies, decision makers, GIS
professionals, planners. While the majority of users are from New York (19.2K out of 20K), the Gateway
has been visited by users from 83 countries outside the US, all 50 US states, and 2 US territories. We
provide a wide spectrum of data through the Gateway, so users come from a wide range of interests.
Gateway users are freely accessing information they either can’t get somewhere else or would have to
access in multiple ways. They are viewing the data on the map viewer, they searching and querying the
data. The Gateway empowers our community by putting geospatial information at their fingertips, they
learn about their community around them, investigate areas and topics they care about and become
informed about actions that decision-makers are taking.

2) Decision Assist Tool
The Gateway Community of users is using the Gateway in a multitude of ways from supporting day
to day work to helping inform impactful decisions. While we have not conducted surveys yet to
determine how work processes are being effected we can tease out clues about who is using and
how. Planning consulting firms are frequent users of the site as are environmental nongovernmental organizations. We know that the Gateway was used by a large energy sector
company to research an energy development lease and eventually win the right to purchase the
lease. The New York Aquarium is using the Gateway in curriculum development for visitors to the
Aquarium and in courses taught to teachers. College students are using the Gateway as the basis
of research and studies. New York State County planning offices are using the Gateway to
determine if projects they receive permit applications for fall within the New York State Coastal
Management Area. OPD staff use the Gateway on a daily basis to research coastal resources
around the state in relation to federal and state permit actions. OPD staff also use the Gateway to
deliver requested data, previously when data was requested it needed to be zipped and attached to
an email or copied over to a storage device and mailed, or sneaker-netted to the requestors, now
we simply refer requestors to the Gateway.
3) Gateway Footprint
As mentioned above the Gateway has been visited by 20,000 users since its launch less than 21
months ago, representing visits from every state in the US and all over the world. There have been
over 107,000 page views. The average user spends over 5minutes using the Gateway with total
usage at over 103,000 minutes or more than 1700 hours carrying out in excess of 254,000 actions.
We have received excellent user feedback on the Gateway, here are some examples of what we
heard about their experience using the Gateway:
“Congrats, this thing is fun. I went in and got sucked in for half an hour! One of the fastest uplinks
on clicks I've seen, nice job.” - Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM)
“This is the coolest public resource I’ve seen put out by NYS. Very nice! I would love to work on a
project like this in the future.” - NYS DEC staff
“Great work you and Stone Env have done with the (Gateway) app.” “Great tools. I could spend all
day perusing this site…” “Great data discovery tool, too.” – NYS DEC, Environmental Engineer
“Thanks! Good stuff!” – NY Natural Heritage Program staff
“…congrats on your recent launch, a really great resource!” – Oregon Coastal Program staff
“I like it. Congrats! Lots of great stuff in there. I particularly like the Living Shorelines and Offshore
Canyons sections…” – New Hampshire Coastal Program staff
“It's very nice. You've done great job. Congrats!” – Private Project Management Consultant
“Gateway is a nice site!” – NOAA NOS NCCOS staff
“The Gateway looks awesome! Nice job.” – NOAA OCM staff
“Not just the "usual" GIS outcomes, but the Stories are great sources of information too! … your
example will be, for sure, useful for us! Congratulations to DOS! (By the way, the commercial

fisheries spatial data/interface are awesome!)” – Coastal & Marine Planner, Southern Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil
“Gateway looks great.“ – Professor, Marine Program, Boston University
“Congrats! It’s a wonderful application, both visually and functionally beautiful for others to aspire
to.” – GIS Director, Ontario County, New York
“Looking forward to seeing the next version!” – Geospatial Coordinator, NOAA OCM
“My compliments to all involved since you and your colleagues have made it easy to find the
ArcGIS REST endpoints for that data. Knowing those endpoints makes it easy for 3rd party
software to display that data. I sure wish more states would make their ArcGIS REST endpoints
easy to find!” – Mapping Consultant, Washington State
“<The Gateway> is an excellent balance between flexibility and ease of use.” – Professor, Marine
Program, University of Connecticut
“Excellent work!” – Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO staff, Paris, France

4) What effect has the system had on productivity?
Productivity within OPD has increased by use mentioned previously, staff use the Gateway on a
daily basis to research coastal resources around the state in relation to federal and state permit
actions. Gateway cuts down the time it takes staff to research coastal resources in location by half.
OPD staff also use the Gateway to deliver requested data, previously when data was requested it
needed to be zipped and attached to an email or copied over to a storage device and mailed, or
sneaker-netted to the requestors, now we simply refer requestors to the Gateway. Referring
requestors to the Gateway saves GIS Unit staff something between 15 - 30 minutes per request.
There are untold positive impacts on productivity that can be inferred from the use of the Gateway
such as the large energy sector company, they probably spent less than an hour researching their
area of interest, an exercise that would have likely cost them $30,000 - $50,000 to hire a contract to
conduct a desktop survey or the County offices that use the Gateway to research project areas.
5) What, if any, other impacts has the system had?
There is a GIS portal in New York that is being operated by the NYS GIS Program Office called the
NYS GIS Clearinghouse. The GIS Clearinghouse is a data catalog-style portal and users must
become a member of a data sharing cooperative to get full access to the data available. The
Clearinghouse only serves GIS Professionals. The Gateway has become the go-to site for GIS
professionals in New York (and outside since data sharing cooperative members can be from
outside New York). More and more information available on the Clearinghouse is available through
Gateway, in fact the Clearinghouse has a link from there to the Gateway. Subscribers to the NYS
GIS listserv now consider the Gateway to be the New York GIS data portal.
6) In with the New, out with the Old
As mentioned above, staff use the Gateway to deliver requested data, previously when data was
requested it needed to be zipped and attached to an email or copied over to a storage device and
mailed, or sneaker-netted to the requestors, now we simply refer requestors to the Gateway. A

previous application provided static maps of the Coastal Area Boundary and users would have to
print out and compare with other resource maps to determine if a coastal consistency application
was required. Now clients can geocode their project location and add layers of coastal resources to
help them determine whether a submission is required. Local Government officials would have to
call our Office and ask about resources in their municipality or request a hardcopy map. Now the
Gateway is available for them to research their own resources and create and even print their own
map. Updates to the Gateway are announced through a local government listserv sent out to
17,000 recipients…it’s hard to gauge all the ways the Gateway is changing the way their doing
business.

Section F. System Resources
1) We Built This System
The Gateway is hosted at Amazon on a cloud server with 16gb RAM, a Dual CPU and half a
terabyte of storage. The application is built on three platforms:
a) a storage tier, which principally uses Amazon AWS EBS services;
b) an application tier where the GeoData Portal, IIS, and ArcGIS Server Enterprise are running,
which is driven by an Amazon EC2 instance, and;
c) a presentation tier, developed using the ArcGIS API for JavaScript and Angular JS.
2) Software and DIY
Main application is built on ArcGIS Server Enterprise. Content data are stored in an ArcSDE‐
PostGreSQL database using tables and feature layers. These are published for use via an ArcGIS
Server map service where the information can be consumed (and eventually edited) from a custom
web‐based client application. GoogleDocs is used as the Gateway’s data catalog.
The Gateway is heavily customized nearly all aspects of the site have been developed by our Team
contractors. Almost every out-of-the-box ArcGIS mapping element has been touched or modified.
Scripts and codes were developed to add requested functionality (such as the time animation and
the open data translator).
3) Gateway Players
Gateway has been developed to work on most operating systems including Windows Explorer,
Google Chrome, Safari, Mozilla. Our data database is GoogleDocs and we have over 550 datasets
from:
• Multiple New York State agencies including but not limited to:
o NY Department of State,
o NYS Department of Environmental Conservation,
o Office of Parks Recreation and Historic Preservation,
o New York State Research and Development Authority,
o NYS Department of Transportation,

o NYS Department of Homeland Security and Emergency Services,
o NYS GIS Program Office
•

Multiple federal agencies including but not limited to National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (National Marine Fishery Service, National Center for Ocean and Coastal
Sciences, Office of Exploration and Research), Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, US
Fish and Wildlife Service, Federal Emergency Management Administration, US
Environmental Protection Agency, US Coast Guard, US Army Corps of Engineers

•

We host data for the Mohawk River Watershed, Lake Erie and Niagara River Watershed for
the Erie County Planning department, and Long Island Sound for the Bi-state Coastal and
Marine Spatial Planning working group.

•

We ingest information from three other regional and federal data portals
o Northeast Regional Ocean Council’s (NROC) Northeast Ocean Data Portal
o Mid-Atlantic Regional Council on the Ocean’ (MARCO) Mid-Atlantic Ocean Data
Portal
o BOEM & NOAA’s Marine Cadastre

4) What it Takes – The Team
FTE equivalents for the Gateway Team to implement:
• ½ FTE of a NOAA Coastal Management Fellow
• ¼ FTE Gateway Project Manager
• ¼ FTE of Two OPD GIS Unit staff (total ½ FTE)
• ¼ FTE of perhaps 20 other various OPD
• ¼ FTE Contractor Manager
• ¼ FTE Contractor Project Manager
• ½ FTE Contractor Web Application Developer
• ½ FTE Contractor GIS Application Developer
• ¼ FTE Contractor Web Designer
5) Code word Collaborative
The Gateway could be a code word for collaborative effort. The Gateway Team is a very large
group that encompasses all staff in OPD at one time or another as well as other state agency staff
and federal agency partners. The “Core Team” is made up of 3 – 4 staffers from OPD and 4 – 5
developer partners from Stone Environmental. We used the Agile process, which is a very
collaborative process, in development of the website. The Gateway Core Team would meet via
webinar and conference call on a two week basis to step through the Assembla items. The first half
of the meeting the Team reviewed work done over the past two weeks and provided feedback to
developers. Second half of the meeting was spent identifying and prioritizing work to be done
during the next development “sprint”. Very successful and satisfying process. We relied heavily on
collaboration for all aspects of the Gateway including usability and content by employing focus area

groups. We used these focus groups in four ways, 1) in developing content for the “stories”, a core
focus group of subject matter experts (SME) helped develop content and provided feedback on the
story under development. For example, the Offshore Canyon story had 4 different line offices from
NOAA, multiple staff from the NYS Department of Environmental Conservation and scientists from
multiple universities providing content., 2) in vetting stories, draft stories were sent to broader focus
teams of SMEs to ensure stories were accurate and peer reviewed, 3) in focus areas and
associated stories review by OPD program staff focus groups for content accuracy and feedback
and, 4) in pre-release, a focus group of 9 state agencies were given demos of the Gateway and
provided access to the beta site for feedback.
Next steps will make the Gateway even more collaborative and expansive, a crowd-source
application is currently under development, which we expect to beta-test in late October. This will
further the opportunity for New Yorkers (and specifically recreating new Yorkers) to engage with the
Gateway and for us to better understand how and where New Yorkers are recreating.
A final word on financing, to date we have spent just a tad over $572,000 for development of the
Gateway which includes a 5 year Amazon Cloud hosting contract. We believe and, and have heard
that this is much less than expected for a web application that might function as the Gateway does.
We believe the Gateway represents an excellent Return on Investment for the State of New York
and have calculated:
• Visitors to the Gateway, at the end of the first day of launch with 313 visitors cost/visitor was
$1118.21, it is currently $28.59;
• Page views, the initial cost/page view at launch was $213.28, it is currently $5.31;
• Time spent on the Gateway, initial cost/minute was calculated at $218.48/minute and current
cost/minute is $5.53;
• Actions carried out by visitors to the Gateway, initial cost/action was $79.87/action and it is
currently $2.25.
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WCS staff, visitors, and the general public have benefited greatly from the New York
Department of State Office of Planning and Development's Geographic Information Gateway
and outreach efforts. This multifaceted tool has proved incredibly valuable in helping us
advance marine conservation, education and outreach. We appreciate the hard work that DOS
has invested to make this resource available to all New Yorkers. WCS's NY Aquarium looks
forward to continuing to work with DOS to promote the use of the Gateway with our visitors,
students, teachers and the general public, and to contribute new data (e.g., on wildlife
distribution) to ensure this valuable tool remains current and robust to help ensure ecologically
healthy and economically sustainable marine ecosystems here in New York.
Thank you,

Vice President and Director
Wildlife Conserva.tion Society's
New York Aquarium
Surf Ave at West 8 1h St
Brooklyn, NY 11224

